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	How to measure cloud computing options and benefits to impact business intelligence infrastructure


	This book is a guide for managers and others involved in using cloud computing to create business value. It starts with a discussion of the media hype around cloud computing and attempt to pull together what industry experts are saying in order to create a unified definition. Once this foundation is created—assisting the reader's understanding of what cloud computing is—the discussion moves to getting business benefits from cloud computing. Lastly, the discussion focuses on examples of cloud computing, public clouds, private clouds, and virtualization. The book emphasizes how these technologies can be used to create business value and how they can be integrated into an organizations business intelligence system. It helps the user make a business case for cloud computing applications—applications that are used to gather/create data, which in turn are used to generate business intelligence.
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The Enduring Library: Technology, Tradition, and the Quest for BalanceAmerican Library Association, 2003
George Eliot’s Middlemarch, deemed by many the finest English-language novel of the nineteenth century, is rooted in a particular time and place. The time is the late 1820s and early 1830s and the place England—a country going through a profound change. Superstition was giving way to science, quackery to scientific medicine,...
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Debugging Linux SystemsPrentice Hall, 2009

	Debugging Linux Systems discusses the main tools available today to debug 2.6 Linux Kernels. We start by exploring the seemingly esoteric operations of the Kernel Debugger (KDB), Kernel GNU DeBugger (KGDB), the plain GNU DeBugger (GDB), and JTAG debuggers. We then investigate Kernel Probes, a feature that lets you intrude into a kernel...
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Macromedia Director MX 2004 : Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2004
Now that Director supports JavaScript and DVD-Video, it's hard  to come up with a reason not to use it for all of your interactive Web content  creation needs. Buy this book, and you soon will be! In this volume (which is  based on the curriculum employed by Macromedia's authorized trainers), veteran  author ...
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Calcium Signalling in CancerCRC Press, 2000

	Calcium signalling occupies a preeminent position in the signal transduction system of the cell by virtue of its participation in a wide range of physiological functions together with the biological events associated with genetic expression, cell proliferation and apoptosis, as well as cell differentiation and morphogenesis. It is an...
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Problems in Real Analysis, Second EditionAcademic Press, 1998

	This book contains complete solutions to the 609 problems in the third edition

	of Principles of Real Analysis, Academic Press, 1998. The problems have been

	spread over forty sections which follow the format of the book.





	All solutions are based on the material covered in the text with frequent refer

	ences to the...
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Ethics for CPAs: Meeting Expectations in Challenging TimesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Accountants are under attack. Recent investigations of Enron, Global Crossing, WorldCom, and Adelphia, just to name a few, along with the remarkable collapse of Arthur Andersen, have focused the nation’s attention on the accounting profession and the need for reforms. All parties agree that accounting firms must change their priorities and...
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